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ABSTRACT

Measurements of segment durations in contrastive

word boundary positions support the claim that acous-

tical boundary marking is realized differently among

speakers. A tentative explanation of subjects' high

accuracies in boundary detection experiments, viz.

their ability to rapidly evaluate speaker-dependent

boundary markers ("tuning in") was investigated.
Ambiguous Word pairs realized by 2 males and 2

females were presented either in lists of items

realized by one speaker, or in a list of items of all 4

speakers randomized. From the results, it is concluded

that subjects‘ simultaneous attention for multiple cues,

rather than their "tuning in" to single cues, is

responsible for the high boundary detection accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech segmentation, the division of the continuous

fluent speech signal into discrete words, is one of the

most outstanding characteristics of human speech per-

ception. Despite the numerous lexical ambiguities in

the acoustic signal, listeners usually perform this task

(as a preliminary for, or in interaction with word

recognition) without much difficulty, although occa-

sional errors do occur (2;7). Apparently, listeners are

helped effectively by such top-down information as

sYntactic, semantic and contextual constraints, phono-

tactic restrictions of word structure, and sandhi pheno-

mena. Besides, there are also bottom-up or acoustical

phenomena related to word boundaries. Thus acousti-

cally marked word boundaries in the fluent speech sig-

nal may help listeners in their segmentation. Among

these phenomena, the following have been identified

for English or Swedish by various researchers over the

past decades as being functional in this respect:

lengthening of pre-junctural consonant, aspiration of

word-initial voiceless plosives, glottal stop or laryn-

gealization of post-junctural vowels, and allophonic

differences for /l,r/ in pre- or post-junctural positions

(13;8;14).
In previous word boundary detection experiments

(15), subjects were able to reach an overall accuracy

0f about 80% under conditions where no top—down

information could have played a role (listening to

ambiguous two-word sequences, not providing con-

textual or phonotactic cues). Contrary to e.g. (l2;4),

these results, as well as those by e.g. (10) show that

listeners are able to make effective use of these

acoustical word boundary markers as cues for speech

segmentation, even without additional constraints based

on top-down cues. Results of these previous ex-

periments also suggest, that the following boundary

marking phenomena had played a major perceptual

role: (1) variation of word-initial vs. -final consonant

allophone, (2) duration of ambiguous boundary conso-

nant, (3) rise time of post-boundary vowel. Besides, (4)

VOT of ambiguous plosives was observed to differ as a

function of the intended boundary position.

Before establishing the perceptual relevance of

these boundary markers more thoroughly, however, .a

rather unexpected finding from these experiments had

to be further investigated, viz. the significant differ—

ences between speakers with regard to the produced

acoustical (durational) boundary markers. Since such

speaker effects (as well as language-specificity of

these cues, as observed by (1)) have strong implica-

tions for the perceptual validity of the boundary

markers mentioned above, we decided to investigate

this matter first; the experiment reported here inves-

tigates subjects‘ ability to perceive speaker—dependent

word boundary markers.

2. PRODUCTION

2.1. material

Twenty-two word sequences were selected (2 word

sequences with each of the 10 consonants

/p,t,k,d,f,s,x,m,n,l,r/ which may occur word-initially as

well as word-finally in Dutch, with this intervocalic

ambiguous 'boundary consonant' in both word-final and

word-initial position. (From (15) it was observed that

word-final devoicing of /d/ did' not affect boundary

detection accuracy). The resulting 44 word sequences

(li(consonants)x2 (sequences)x2(versions)) were embed~

ded in sentences which disambiguated the word

sequence.

2.2 Erocedure

The 44 sentences were read aloud by 2 males and

2 females at a‘subjectively fast speech rate (to avoid

pausing within sentences). Subsequently, the

4(speakers)x(44 word sequences)=i76 ambiguous word
sequences were spliced out of the original sentences

by means of a computer programme (with visual and

auditory feedback; sampling frequency 10 kHz; 12 bits

resolution) ‘ and stored digitally.
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Durations of the relevant speech portions (boundary

consonant, VOT, and rise time of post-boundary V2)

were measured and analyzed.

meals
The data obtained show, that the four speakers

produce the same durational difference between /C#/

and RC] boundary positions, for each of the three

acoustical parameters under observation. However, the

significance level of these differences is clearly

speaker-dependent, as can be seen from Table 1 below.

Only one speaker, M2, produces significant differ—

ences for all three parameters in contrastive word

boundary positions; the others produce some highly

significant and some insignificant differences between

/VC#V/ and IV#CV/ boundary positions.

Table l:
Resulting t-values (matched observations, pairwise

deletion) of the durational differences between [C#/

and ##C/ boundary positions, for (1) duration of the

ambiguous consonant, (2) VOT of ambiguous plosives,

and (3) rise time of post-boundary vowel, for 4 speak-

ers separately.

variable M1 MZ F1 F2

1? a. *H

(1) - .132 -2.103* ~2.694 -5.616

(2) 2.436,,“ 2.865,, .108*** , 1.899,,

(3) 4.806“ 2.229 5.483 2.103

*=p<.05; **=p<.01; ***=p<.001

In short, the durational observations suggest that

acoustic marking of word boundaries is speaker-de-

pendent. However, in (15) using a subset of these word

sequences as stimuli, subjects obtained detection accu-

racies of over 75% with all four speakers. That is,

although the acoustic marking 'of word boundaries'is

different among speakers, subjects were able to use

these speaker-dependent markers to a considerable

extent (as they were the only systematic‘cue). This

high accuracy in boundary detection can therefore best

be explained as a consequence of subjects‘ ability to

evaluate these speaker-dependent acoustical cues

rapidly, i.e. to "tune in" to them (analogously to fea-

ture adaptation in phoneme perception (5)).

In the’following word boundary detection experi-

ment, speaker-dependency in word boundary marking

was further investigated. Presumably, it would be eas-

ier for listeners to "tune in" to speakers if they hear
more stimuli realized by one speaker in a row, as

compared to a listening situation in which they hear

stimuli by several speakers in random order, and thus

have to "tune in" to a different speaker for each new
stimulus. This view constitutes the major hypothesis of
the following detection experiment. '

3. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT

3.1. Design

in order to establish the effects of subjects' rapid

evaluation of speaker-dependent word boundary mark-

ing, each subject had to perform boundary detection

under two presentation conditions: (1) presentation of

sub—lists of stimuli realized by the same speaker

('Sequences'), and (2) presentation of a randomized list

of stimuli realized by all four speakers (‘Randomized ).

Thus, each subject had to perform boundary detection

in all 176 word sequences (4(speakers)x22(word se-

quences)x2(boundary positions).

The relative order of these two presentation condi-

tions was co-varied between subjects with the intended

boundary position in an ambiguous word sequence

(/VC#V/ vs. /V#CV/), yielding 2 different test tapes.

Four sub-tests were designed, with different inter-

nal ordering of the 4 same—speaker sequences, in order

to neutralize interactions between the different same-

speaker sequences. Thus, the experiment yielded 8. dif-

ferent test tapes, all containing the same 176 stimuli

(word sequences) but different with respect to presen-

tation condition and internal sub-ordering.

W
The 176 digitized stimuli were DA-converted

(lOkHz; 12 bits) and re-recorded onto 8 separate audio

tapes. Test items were preceded by 4 trial items and

10 filler items, and followed by another 10 filler

items; trials and fillers were identical for all tapes.

The inter-stimulus interval was 3 sec; total time of

each test tape was about 14 minutes.

3.3 Subjects and Procedure

Six (native Dutch speaking) subjects listened to

each tape, yielding a total of (8x6=) 48 subjects. MPSI

‘of them were undergraduate students in various Lln‘

guistics and Language studies. Their participation was

voluntary, but they were paid a small amount (Hf)-

5,=) for their services. Subjects were assigned at ran-

dom to one of the test tapes.

-Subjects received written instructions, as well as a

response booklet. For each stimulus item, this booklet

gave two possible responses from which a forced

binary choice had to be made. It was emphasized that

they should not allow themselves to be influenced by

the sometimes contrastive orthographies of the two

possible responses (e.g. "zeis om" vs. "21] 50m").
Subjects listened to the test tape with closed head’

phones binaurally. Nine of them listened in a none-t0-

quiet room, the other 39 in a sound—treated booth-

After the 4 trial items, the experimenter checked

whether the instructions had been understood and the

playback volume was comfortable, and gave additional

oral instructions “if necessary.
Responses agreeing with the boundary position 8'5

intended by the speaker were scored as 'correct’

alternative responses as ‘wrong'.
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3.4 Results

Mean accuracy percentages for the various condi-

tions are given in Table II below.

Table II:
Observed mean word boundary detection accuracies

in percentages. Means for each bottom cell are calcu-

lated over ll(stimuli)x48(subjects)= 528 observations.

presentation speaker /VGW/ /WCV/ mean

M1 91 .8 66.4

Sequences M2 88.1 73.0

F1 87.0 73.0

F2 M. ZJ-_8
mean 87.6 71.0 79.3

MI 93.8 71.0
Randanized MZ 85.2 78.0

F1 90.5 74.5

F2 M 15:51
mean 88.5 74.5 81.6

“Ball 88.1 72.8 80.5

The dependent variable in the present experiment,

viz. correct or wrong response, establishes a discrete

(11.1. binary) random variable, following the binomial

distribution with p=.5 and N=24 (subjects). However,
since N.p>10, this distribution approximates the normal

distribution so that the latter may be used as well

Separate three-way analyses of variance were car-
ried out with Speaker, Presentation and (intended)

Boundary Position as main factors, integrating over
subjects and words, respectively. From the resulting F-
ratios, the mini" was calculated (3).

The SPEAKER variable yields an insignificant
effect with minF'(3,82)<l. The same applies to the
main variable which was of prime interest in this ex-
periment, viz. PRESENTATION with minF'(i,3)=i.367

(insignificant). Thus, no significant difference in the
proportion of correct responses (detection accuracy)

could be observed between the two presentation condi-
tions. Besides, the observed difference tends to be

Opposite to the prediction: subjects' word boundary
detection is slightly more accurate in the Randomized
condition as compared to the Sequences condition.

The only main factor yielding significance was
BOUNDARY POSITION: minF'(i,13)=8.899; p<.025. As
can be seen from Table [1 above, boundary detection
accuracies were considerably higher in the /VC#V/
context as compared to those in the /V#CV/ context.

Significant interaction occurred between the factors

Speaker and Boundary Position: minF'(3,90)=2.919;
P<-05. Thus. detection accuracy between the two
boundary positions (or contexts) was significantly dif-
ferent for the 4 speakers; the lowest difference was
found. for female speaker F2 (10.6%) and the highest
difference for male MI (24.1%). Other interactions did
n0: reach significance.

4. DISCUSSION

Results of the present experiment show no signifi-
cant effects of either Speaker nor Presentation.
Although each of the four speakers under investigation
employed to some extent different acoustical

(durational) means to mark word boundaries in his (her)
speech, these differences are not reflected in subjects’

accuracy in word boundary detection. Listeners do not
yield higher accuracy when listening to stimuli realized

by one speaker to whom they could "tune in", as com-

pared to the "Randomized" condition in which stimuli

realized by four different speakers were presented.
These results allow for two possible explanations:

(3) Although word boundaries may be marked differ-

ently by different speakers, listeners pay simultane—

% attention to all phenomena that may provide:

cues to word boundary location. That is, they do

not focus on one acoustic cue which marks word
boundaries for one speaker, switching attention to a

different cue when stimuli realized by a different

speaker are presented. Instead, listeners simultane-

ously focus on several phenomena which may or

may not function to mark word boundaries, de-

pending on who is speaking. Thus, they are

"sensitive" to any of the cues the current speaker
might possibly use. When switching ‘to another

speaker, they simply discard information provided

by phenomena which do not help them, and rely

more heavily on the phenomena which for this

speaker assume the function of boundary markers.

Since all possibly relevant acouStical information

for word boundary detection is monitored and

evaluated continuously, the switching to different

speakers has no effect on subjects' detection accu-

racy.
(b) The acoustical phenomena under investigation bear-

no perceptual relevance at all for word boundary

detection. Although the four speakers realize sig-

nificant differences for these acoustical markers

(between /C#/ and /#C/ positions) to a different

degree, these differences are perceptually irrele-

vant.
This interpretation of the results implies, that

there are other acoustical cues, consistent between

speakers, that systematically mark word boundary

locations in fluent (Dutch) speech. These cues, yet

unknown (but non-durational in nature), then have

to be further investigated.

Since it is a quite common phenomenon that dif-

ferent acoustical cues simultaneously contribute to

speech perception (as e.g. vowel length, VOT and F

all contribute to the voiced—voiceless 'distinction (9),

we feel that explanation (a) is the most likely. in a

broader view, people generally use multiple cues to

perceive significant aspects of their environment; our

evaluation of other people, for example, is based on

simultaneous impressions about their face, physical

posture, what they say and how, and on their further

behaviour. Probably, as in word boundary detection,

numerous other (yet unknown), cues bear relevance as

well. However, in order to accept explanation (a), we

must disprove (b), Le. it must be shown that the du-il
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rational differences observed (viz. duration of the am-

biguous intervocalic boundary consonant, and rise time

of the post-boundary vowel) are perceptually relevant.

If manipulation of these two parameters can be

demonstrated to influence subjects' boundary detection,

then explanation (b) must be discarded and (a) gains

plausibility. Preliminary results suggest that this indeed

seems to be the case; a more extensive study will be

reported in the near future.
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